Stage Makeup Guidelines
Make-Up A: Primary Ballet Level- Must wear Blush & Lip color - See colors listed below
Make-Up B: (Level 1 & up)


Must wear all regular stage make-up - from the list below

False Eyelashes:




All female dancers ages 11 & up are required to wear false eyelashes.
All Performing Group Members, Jr. 3 & up, are required to wear false eyelashes.
Any age dancer, who wishes to look professional, may wear them.

Foundation:
Choose a full coverage foundation that matches your dancer’s skin color. If your foundation is not a powder finish,
follow with either a translucent powder or one that matches the foundation.

Blush:


Covergirl Instant Cheekbones - #230 Refined Rose is the preferred color.

If that is not available, try to come close to the middle shade in the illustration here.
This is just a guideline. Blush should be a rose peachy-pink color, not a brown tone.

Lips:
Dancers should wear a long lasting, smudge-proof lipstick. This alleviates the need for touch ups throughout the
show. Below are currently available colors and brands we prefer. If you are unable to find these, please try to come
close to the color in the image.



Revlon Color Stay Overtime #140 – Ultimate Wine
Rimmel London #55 – Play with Fire

Stage Makeup Guidelines
Eye shadow:
Choose a dark eyeshadow, such as burgundy or brown and a light, light pink or cream color shadow. Apply the light
color over entire lid up to brow, and the burgundy or brown in the crease and outer corner. For highlight, you can
add a frosty white or pink to the center of your lid and inside corner of your eye.
Line the upper eye with black eyeliner, as illustrated below, taking the liner out on the sides a bit (wing).
Line the lower eye with the dark eyeshadow color to define lower lid, from about the center of the eye to the outer
corner.
Finish with lashes and black mascara.

All Performing Group members, Junior 3 and up (and all female dancers ages 11 & up), are required to wear false
eyelashes.
Any kind of lashes may be purchased. Mascara should be applied after lashes. Some currently available eye
shadows are listed below. These are guidelines.
Please use the images below as a guide to picking your eyeshadow colors.

